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Abstract
The classical reduction techniques of bifurcation theory, Liapunov–Schmidt reduction and centre
manifold reduction, are investigated where symmetry is present. The symmetry is given by the action
of a finite or continuous group. The symmetry is exploited systematically by using the algebraic
structure of the module of equivariant polynomial tuples. We generalize the concept of SAGBI-bases
to module-SAGBI basis and explain how to use this concept within the two reduction techniques.
Examples illustrate the theoretical results. In particular the reduction onto centre manifold is
performed for the Taylor–Couette problem with SO(2) × O(2)-symmetry.
© 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In bifurcation theory the behaviour of a dynamical system x˙ = F(x, λ) is investigated
depending on the parameter λ. Two reduction techniques relate the local bifurcation
scenario of the large problem to that of a problem x˙ = f (x, λ) of smaller size.
The numerical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction is used within numerical algorithms for
the detection and location of bifurcation points (Ashwin et al., 1995; Bo¨hmer, 2001;
Bo¨hmer et al., 1999, 1998; Govaerts, 2000; Jepson and Spence, 1989; Mei, 2000). The
reduction onto center manifold is used for analytical investigations. We present a symbolic
algorithm for the approximation of the differential equation on the centre manifold for
PDE.
The topic of this paper is the use of symmetry within these two reduction methods.
The computed small dynamical system x˙ = f (x, λ) will turn out to be equivariant
( f (ϑs x, λ) = ϑs f (x, λ), ∀s ∈ G). In the numerical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction
the coefficients of monomials in the Taylor polynomial of f are approximated. By the
equivariance only some of the coefficients need to be determined. The algebraic structure
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of the module of equivariants tells us which coefficients to choose. Our generalization of
SAGBI-bases to modules provides this information. Although the use of computer algebra
has been announced before Bo¨hmer (2001), we use computational algebra for the first time.
The reduction onto centre manifold has been performed in Chossat and Iooss (1994),
Laure and Demay (1988) and Rodriguez et al. (1996), but without using symmetry. The
systematic exploitation of symmetry in the centre manifold reduction is a new contribution
of this paper. We use symmetry adapted bases where possible and exploit module-SAGBI-
bases again.
As a motivation for SAGBI-bases let us consider the example of the symmetric group
Sn acting on the variables x1, . . . , xn by permutation. The polynomials which are invariant
under these permutations have the nice property that they may be rewritten in terms of the
elementary symmetric polynomials σi (x) = 1i!(n−i)!
∑
π∈Sn
(∏i
j=1 xπ( j )
)
, i = 1, . . . , n
f (x) ≡ F(σ1(x), . . . , σn(x)).
From an algorithmic point of view it is very interesting that the representing polynomial F
may be found in a systematic way by just looking at some monomials in f . It is sufficient
to inspect the leading monomials lm( f ) with respect to a monomial order. For example
f (x) = x21 x2 + x1x22 + x22 x3 + x2x23 + x21 x3 + x1x23 = 4σ1(x)σ2(x)− 18σ3(x)
with
σ1(x) = 12 (x1 + x2 + x3), σ2(x) = 12 (x1x2 + x2x3 + x1x3), σ3(x) = 16 x1x2x3,
since in the first step one observes lm( f ) = x21 x2 = x1 · x1x2 = lm(σ1) · lm(σ2)
with respect to the lexicographic term order. In the second step f − 4σ1σ2 = 3x1x2x3 =
3 lm(σ3). The representation is obvious from the representation of the leading monomials.
Robbiano and Sweedler (1988) and Kapur and Madlener (1989) generalized this con-
cept for k-algebras which are subalgebras of a polynomial ring over a field k. An
introduction may be found in Sturmfels (1996, Chapter 11), Vasconcelos (1998, p. 199),
Derksen and Kemper (2002, Section 3.10). See also Adams et al. (1999) and Miller (1996,
1998) for subalgebras over a ring instead of a field. Implementations have been done in
Macaulay (Grayson and Stillman, 1998) and Singular (Garc´ia Go´mez, 2001).
In this interdisciplinary paper we suggest the application of computational algebra to the
theory of dynamical systems. This is on the line of previous work on orbit space reduction
(Gatermann, 2000) and singularity theory for Hamiltonian systems (Lunter, 1999). In
particular, SAGBI-bases are useful in many situations in dynamical systems. The orbit
space reduction uses the rewriting of an invariant in terms of generators of the invariant ring
which may be performed with the subduction algorithm if a SAGBI-basis of the invariant
ring is known. The computation of Birkhoff normal forms includes groups and modules
of equivariants. Here SAGBI-bases are an alternative to Stanley decompositions used
in Cushman and Sanders (1987) and Murdock (2002). Lunter (1999) generalized SAGBI-
bases to subalgebras of local rings and used them in the Kas-Schlessinger algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. For the sake of completeness SAGBI-bases are
recalled with emphasis on practical issues. Then the concept is generalized to modules
followed by the usage in linear algebra. The main results concern the exploitation of
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symmetry in the numerical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction and the reduction onto centre
manifold, which are presented in Sections 3 and 4.
2. SAGBI-basis
In applications one is interested in invariant rings k[x1, . . . , xn]G , where G is a given
group. Invariant rings are examples of k-algebras in polynomial rings. Algebras have bases
with special properties called SAGBI-bases. The theory of these SAGBI-bases depends
analogous to Gro¨bner bases on a term order < of the monomials xa in k[x1, . . . , xn].
Instead of monomial ideals one has monomial algebras. Instead of a division algorithm
SAGBI-bases use a subduction algorithm. Instead of S-polynomials SAGBI-bases require
generators of a toric ideal. After recalling the theory we present the obvious generalization
to modules and show its application in linear algebra.
2.1. Definition and subduction algorithm
The term order < is chosen fixed. As usual lm( f ) denotes the leading monomial of a
polynomial f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] and lt( f ) = lc ( f )lm( f ) the leading term, respectively.
Consider a k-subalgebra A of k[x]. In our examples there will be a degree such that an
algebra-basis of A may consist of homogeneous polynomials. Besides the natural degree
there may even be a second degree. Moreover, we will be interested in the subalgebra until
a certain degree only. So it is preferable to modify the usual definition of a SAGBI-basis
by taking (multi)-grading into account.
Definition. Assume a k-algebra A ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] which is graded with respect to
a grading W = {W1, . . . ,Ws} ⊂ (N≥0)n of k[x] with degW j (xa) =
∑n
i=1(W j )i ai ,
j = 1, . . . , s. A set of W -homogeneous polynomials Gsagbi = {g1, g2, . . .} ⊂ A (not
necessarily finite) is called a SAGBI-basis of A truncated at W -degree d ∈ Ns if the
leading terms in A and the leading terms of Gsagbi generate the same truncated monomial
algebra:
k[{lm( f ) | f ∈ A, degW ( f ) ≤ d}]≤d = k[{lm( f ) | f ∈ Gsagbi, degW ( f ) ≤ d}]≤d .
By the results in Kapur and Madlener (1989) and Robbiano and Sweedler (1988) it is
clear that a truncated SAGBI-basis always exists. If the grading forms a weight system
(i.e. dimk(k[x]W0 ) < ∞) then the truncated SAGBI-basis is finite since A≤d is a vector
space of finite dimension. The property of SAGBI-basis is important since it enables
the representation of any f ∈ A≤d as f = F(g1, . . . , gm) systematically by the
following subduction algorithm which is the generalization of the representation of a
symmetric polynomial in terms of the elementary symmetric polynomials as mentioned
in the introduction.
Algorithm 2.1 (Subduction Algorithm (Sturmfels, 1996, p. 99)).
INPUT: grading W of k[x1, . . . , xn] and term order <
f ∈ k[x], set of W -homogeneous polynomials G = {g1, . . . , gt } ⊂ k[x],
OUTPUT: F and r with F ∈ k[y1, . . . , yt ] with f (x) ≡ F(g1(x), . . . , gt(x))+ r(x)
where lm(r) /∈ k[lm(g1), . . . , lm(gt)] or r = 0.
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F := 0; r := f
repeat
if possible find representation lm(r) = lm(g1)b1 . . . lm(gt)bt with b1, . . . , bt ∈ N≥0
if representation of lm(r) was found then
c := lc<(r)/lc<(g1)b1 · · · lc<(gt)bt
r := r − c · gb11 . . . gbtt # decreasing lm(r)
F := F + c yb
until r ∈ k or no representation of lm(r) exists
if r ∈ k then F := F + r ; r := 0; # constant is in algebra
Output (F + r)
A step in the algorithm is the representation of lm(r). This can be implemented using
Gro¨bner bases.
Lemma 2.1 (Robbiano and Sweedler, 1988). Let Gsagbi = {g1(x), . . . , gt (x)} be a
SAGBI-basis up to degree d ∈ (N≥0)s with respect to the grading W of the algebra A.
Then for each f ∈ A of degree ≤ d the subduction algorithm computes a polynomial
F ∈ k[y1, . . . , yt ] with f (x) ≡ F(g1(x), . . . , gt (x)).
Proof. Since f ∈ A≤d it follows lm( f ) ∈ k[{lm(h), h ∈ A}]≤d which equals by the
SAGBI-basis property k[lm(g1), . . . , lm(gt)]≤d . Thus lm( f ) = lm(g1)b1 · · · lm(gt )bt for
a suitable b. Then f − cgb with a suitable constant c is again an element of A which has a
smaller leading monomial. Repeated application of this argument will result in a constant
remainder. 
There is a Buchberger-like algorithm which converts a given basis G = {g1, . . . , gm} of
a subalgebra A to a SAGBI-basis Gsagbi of A. Analogously to S-polynomials for Gro¨bner
bases generators of a toric ideal are used. Truncation of degree of generators enables the
computation of a truncated SAGBI-basis.
Example 2.2. We consider the k-algebra generated by G = {g1, g2, g3, g4, g5} where
g1(x) = x1 + x2, g2(x) = x3 + x4, g3(x) = x1x2, g4(x) = x3x4,
g5(x) = x1x3 + x2x4.
The underlined terms are the leading monomials with respect to the lexicographical order.
The leading monomial algebra of k[G] is larger than k[lm(g1), lm(g2), lm(g3), lm(g4),
lm(g5)], the algebra generated by the leading monomials of the generators. By the
Buchberger-like algorithm a SAGBI-basis with respect to the lexicographical order
truncated at natural degree 4 is computed as
G4sagbi = {g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6(x) = x1x4 + x2x3,
g7(x) = −x1x24 − x2x23 , g8(x) = x1x34 + x2x33 }.
Now we consider a polynomial f (x) = g1(x)2(g2(x)2 − g4(x)) − g5(x)2 which is
obviously an element in the algebra. But in its expanded form
f (x) = x21 x3x4 + x22 x3x4 + x22 x23 + 2x1x2x24 + 2x1x2x23 + x21 x24 ,
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its actual representation is difficult to find unless we are using the subduction algorithm.
Its leading monomial x21 x3x4 equals lm(g5)lm(g6) and also lm(g1)
2lm(g4). We choose the
first one. Then
r1(x) = f (x)− g5(x)g6(x) = x12x42 + x22x32 + x1x2x42 + x1x2x32,
r2(x) = r1(x)− g6(x)2 = x1x2x32 + x1x2x42 − 2x1x2x3x4,
r3(x) = r2(x)− g2(x)2g3(x) = −4x1x2x3x4 = −4g3(x)g4(x)
with lm(r1) = x21 x24 = lm(g6)2 and lm(r2) = lm(g2)2lm(g3). Altogether we found
F(y) = y6y5 + y26 + y3y22 − 4y4y3,
satisfying F(g(x)) ≡ f (x). This second representation of f is found systematically in
comparison to the representation y21(y
2
2 − y4)− y25 from which we started. 
2.2. SAGBI-bases for modules
In the following sections we consider for a given group action the module of equivariant
polynomial mappings which is a module over the invariant ring. The concept of SAGBI-
bases is easily extended to this situation.
To be more abstract, given a (naturally) graded module M ⊂ (k[x1, . . . , xn])m which
is a module over a (naturally) graded subalgebra A ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xn]. (The special case
that M ⊂ A is an ideal of A (m = 1) is considered in Sturmfels, 1996, p. 106 and in
Miller, 1996.) The notion of leading term is easily generalized to tuples of polynomials.
Using slack variables z1, . . . , zm and a Kronecker grading W (xi ) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n,
W (z j ) = 1, j = 1, . . . ,m for the ring k[x1, . . . , xn, z1, . . . , zm] the k[x]-module (k[x])m
is isomorphic to the k[x]-module k[x, z]W1 . Moreover, M ⊆ k[x]m is isomorphic to a sub-
module of k[x, z]W1 . A monomial order on k[x] is extended to a monomial order on k[x, z].
Thus a leading monomial of b(x) ∈ k[x]m denoted lm(b) is defined as lm(∑ j b j z j ).
Another notation is A · {b1, . . . , bs} for the A-module generated by b1, . . . , bs .
Definition. Given a term order < on k[x, z]. Given a SAGBI-basis of homogeneous
polynomials g1(x), . . . , gr (x) with respect to < of a subalgebra A of k[x1, . . . , xn] which
is graded by the natural degree.
(a) A set of homogeneous b1(x), . . . , bs(x) ∈ k[x]m is called a module-SAGBI-basis of
M = A · {b1, . . . , bs}, if
LM(A) ·
{
lm
(∑
j
(bi ) j z j
)
, i = 1, . . . , s
}
= LM(A) · {lm(b) | b ∈ M},
where LM(A) = k[{lm( f ) | f ∈ A}] = k[lm(g1), . . . , lm(gr )].
(b) Assume the SAGBI-basis of A is truncated at degree d with respect to the natural
degree then b1, . . . , bs is called a module-SAGBI-basis of M truncated at degree d , if(
k[lm(g1), . . . , lm(gr)]
{
lm
(∑
j
(b1) j z j
)
, . . . , lm
(∑
j
(bs) j z j
)})
≤d
= (k[{lm( f ) | f ∈ A}] · {lm(b) | b ∈ M})≤d .
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We may think of k[x, z] as a bigraded algebra with respect to the natural degree and the
Kronecker grading. k[x, z]W1 is the degree one part of this bigraded algebra. Consider
a bigraded subalgebra A of k[x, z] and its parts AW0 and AW1 of degree zero and
one, respectively. Obviously, AW0 is a subalgebra of k[x] graded by the natural degree.
On the other hand AW1 is a AW0 -module which is graded by the natural degree. The
graded subalgebra A corresponds to AW0 and M is isomorphic to AW1 . (In the case of
ϑ-ρ-equivariants the algebra A ⊂ k[x, z] corresponds to (ϑ + ρ)-invariants of degree
one in z.) The definition of truncated SAGBI-bases enables us to use the SAGBI-basis
of AW0 + AW1 truncated at degree one in W . This truncated SAGBI-basis consists of a
SAGBI-basis of AW0 and a module-SAGBI-basis of AW1 . This use of slack variables first
enables the computation of module-SAGBI-bases by the usual algorithm for computation
of (truncated) SAGBI-bases. Secondly, the subduction algorithm may be used to decide
module membership.
2.3. Deriving linear equations from the leading monomial algebra
In the following sections we will investigate algorithms which compute the homoge-
neous part of invariant polynomials and equivariant polynomial tuples degree by degree.
For a degree d the coefficients cα of xα, |α| = d in an ansatz of a polynomial∑|α|=d cαxα
are approximated or determined by solving a system of equations. Obviously, the invari-
ance can be exploited.
Example 2.3. Assume G = Z2 is operating by permuting x1 and x2. Then g1(x) = x1+x2
and g2(x) = x1x2 form a SAGBI-basis of k[x1, x2]Z2 . The leading monomial algebra is
k[x1, x1x2]. In an ansatz for homogeneous polynomials of degrees 2 and 3
p2(x) = c20x21 + c11x1x2 + c02x22 , p3(x) = c30x31 + c21x21 x2 + c12x1x22 + c03x32
the demand of being invariant implies restrictions on the coefficients:
c02 = c20, c03 = c30, c12 = c21.
Lemma 2.2. Given a group G acting on Rn and a degree d. Then there exists a subset
Id ⊂ {γ ∈ (N≥0)n | |γ | = ∑ni=1 γi = d} of indices and real numbers aβα, α ∈ Id , β ∈{γ ∈ (N≥0)n | |γ | = d}\Id such that the following holds: the following two properties are
equivalent for a homogeneous polynomial p(x) =∑|γ |=d cγ xγ ∈ R[x] of degree d:
(i) p is G-invariant.
(ii) The coefficients cγ of monomials in p(x) satisfy the linear equations
cβ =
∑
α∈Id
aβαcα, ∀β /∈ Id , |β| = d.
Proof. Assume a vector space basis p1, . . . , ps of k[x]Gd . Comparing coefficients of
monomials in p(x) = ∑si=1 hi pi (x) gives a system of inhomogeneous linear equations.
After Gaussian elimination there is an upper triangular form with remaining equations
corresponding to monomials xα. This set is denoted by Id . Thus the coefficients hi are
expressed in linear equations from the coefficients cα, α ∈ Id only. Consequently, all
coefficients of monomials not in this set are expressed linearly in cα, α ∈ Id . 
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Obviously, the set Id is not unique.
Example 2.3 (Continued). The set of indices are I2 = {(2, 0)} and I3 = {(3, 0), (2, 1)}
corresponding to monomials of degree two and three in the leading monomial algebra. The
linear equations are of the form cβ =∑α∈Id aβαcα with
a0220 = 1, a0211 = 0, a0330 = 1, a0321 = 0, a1230 = 0,
a1221 = 1. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume g1, . . . , gt form a SAGBI-basis (truncated at degree d) with respect
to <. Then
Id = {α ∈ (N≥0)n | |α| = d, xα ∈ k[lm(g1), . . . , lm(gt)]d}
satisfies the requirements in Lemma 2.2 above.
Proof. For each xα ∈ k[lm(g1), . . . , lm(gt )]d there exists i such that lm(g1)i1 · · · lm(gt )it
= xα. Then the coefficients of ∑α∈Id hαg(x)iα =∑α∈Id cαxα +∑β /∈Id cβxβ are derived
by comparing coefficients of leading monomial algebra only. Since g1, . . . , gt form a
SAGBI-basis the inhomogeneous system of linear equations in hα is in upper triangular
form. In practice each hα is a linear combination cα, α ∈ Id . Then the other coefficients
are given by comparing coefficients
cβ = coeff
(∑
α∈Id
hαg(x)iα , xβ
)
after the linear combinations for hα have been substituted. 
The advantage of SAGBI-bases is that the set Id is obvious for any degree d while
for an arbitrary algebra basis the linear manipulations need to be done for each degree d
separately.
Example 2.3 (Continued). The set of indices for d = 4 is I4 = {(4, 0), (3, 1), (2, 2)} since
k[x1, x1x2]4 = span(x41 , x31 x2, x21 x21). We have lm(g41) = x41 , lm(g21g2) = x31 x2, lm(g22) =
x21 x
2
2 . Thus g
4
1, g
2
1 g2, g
2
2 form a vector space basis of k[x]Z24 .
h40g1(x)4 + h31g1(x)2g2 + h22g2(x)2 = h40x42 + (4h40 + h31)x1x32
+ (6h40 + h22 + 2h31)x21x22 + (4h40 + h31)x31 x2 + h40x41 .
We choose h40 = c40, h31 = −4c40 + c31, h22 = 2c40 − 2c31 + c22. After substitution
we read off c13 = c31, c04 = c40 as expected. A Z2-invariant homogeneous polynomial of
degree 4 is of the form
p(x) = c40(x41 + x42)+ c31(x31 x2 + x1x32)+ c22x21 x22= c40g41 + (−4c40 + c31)g21g2 + (2c40 − 2c31 + c22)g22.
The real numbers are
a1340 = 0, a1331 = 1, a1322 = 0, a0440 = 1, a0431 = 0, a0422 = 0. 
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For equivariants the idea is similar. Then Id ⊂ (N≥0)n × {1, . . . , n} includes an
additional element for the index of a tuple.
The basic principle is sloppily expressed in the following way: the coefficients of
the leading monomial module are free while the other coefficients are fixed. In the
following sections this principle is applied twice. In both, the Liapunov–Schmidt reduction
(Section 3.3) and the centre manifold reduction (Algorithm 4.5) the ansatz of equivariants
is made according to this principle. In the method of comparison of coefficients in the
centre manifold reduction (equations gαµk in Algorithm 4.5) the principle is applied again.
3. Liapunov–Schmidt reduction
In bifurcation theory the Liapunov–Schmidt reduction is well-known as a concept
relating the local bifurcation scenario of a huge system of equations to the bifurcations
of a small sized bifurcation problem which is well understood. Consequently, this idea
is used in the numerical investigation of bifurcations as well. The numerical Liapunov–
Schmidt reduction computes the low order coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the small
problem. These coefficients of the small problem being zero or non-zero determine whether
more degenerate bifurcation phenomena of the big problem are present. The theoretical
basis of this classification of bifurcation problems by derivatives are the Theorems 8.3 and
8.4 in Golubitsky and Schaeffer (1985). Here we are especially interested in the numerical
Liapunov–Schmidt reduction with symmetry. We will show that SAGBI-bases are a perfect
tool to organize the numerical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction with symmetry.
3.1. Analytical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction
Let Φ : Rm × Rk → Rm be a smooth mapping with m large and a degenerate point
(x0, α0) ∈ Rm × Rk with Φ(x0, α0) = 0 and
rank(DxΦ(x0, α0)) = m − n,
with n = 1 or 2 or another small number. The rank defect generically makes (x0, α0) to be
a bifurcation point and we expect bifurcating branches. It is convenient to use a splitting of
Rm with respect to image and kernel of the Jacobian (DxΦ)0,0 = DxΦ(x0, α0):
Rm = ker((DxΦ)0,0)⊕ M, Rm = N ⊕ im((DxΦ)0,0).
Let P be a projection onto im((DxΦ)0,0) with kernel N . Additionally, we decompose each
x ∈ Rm into x = v +w with v ∈ ker((DxΦ)0,0) and w ∈ M . This decomposes Φ as
Φim : ker((DxΦ)0,0)× M × Rk → im((DxΦ)0,0)
(v,w, α) → PΦ(x0 + v +w,α0 + α),
H : ker((DxΦ)0,0)× M × Rk → N
(v,w, α) → (Id − P)Φ(x0 + v + w,α0 + α).
Since
rank(DwΦim(0, 0, 0)) = rank(Dw(PΦ(x0, α0)) = rank(P(DxΦ)0,0) = m − n,
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the linear mapping induced by the Jacobian is an isomorphism between M and the image
im((DxΦ)0,0). By the implicit function theorem there exists locally a smooth function
W : ker((DxΦ)0,0)× Rk → M, (v, α) → W (v, α),
such that
W (0, 0) = 0 and Φim(v,W (v, α), α) ≡ PΦ(x0 + v + W (v, α), α0 + α) ≡ 0,
for all (v, α) in a neighbourhood of (0, 0). Substitution of W into H gives the smooth
function
φ : ker((DxΦ)0,0)× Rk → N,
φ(v, α) = (Id − P)Φ(x0 + v + W (v, α), α0 + α),
in the neighbourhood of (0, 0) with φ(0, 0) = 0. The vector spaces N and ker((DxΦ)0,0)
both have dimension n. Introducing coordinates on N and ker((DxΦ)0,0) gives a smooth
function
g : Rn × Rk → Rn, (x, α) → g(x, α),
such that g(0, 0) = 0 and Dx g(0, 0) = 0. The solutions ofΦ(x, α) = 0 in a neighbourhood
of (x0, α0) correspond locally to the solutions of g(x, α) = 0 in a neighbourhood of (0, 0),
especially (x0, α0) corresponds to (0, 0), see Fig. 1.
Different choices of bases for ker((DxΦ)0,0) and the direct complement of
im((DxΦ)0,0) lead to contact equivalent reduced functions g(x, α) as shown in
Golubitsky and Schaeffer (1985, p. 47).
Example 3.1. The brusselator with different symmetries has been studied intensively.
Here we consider the case m = 6, k = 1 with
Φ(x, α) =


√
2 − 4x1 + x21 x2 + α((x3 − x1)+ (x5 − x1))
3x1 − x21 x2 + 10α((x4 − x2)+ (x6 − x2))√
2 − 4x3 + x23 x4 + α((x1 − x3)+ (x5 − x3))
3x3 − x23 x4 + 10α((x2 − x4)+ (x6 − x4))√
2 − 4x5 + x25 x6 + α((x1 − x5)+ (x3 − x5))
3x5 − x25 x6 + 10α((x2 − x6)+ (x4 − x6))


.
At x0 =
√
2(1, 3/2, 2, 3/2, 1, 3/2) and α0 = 9+
√
61
30 ≈ 0.560 34 the Jacobian has a rank
defect two. The kernel has the basis v1 = [−11−
√
61, 3,−11−√61, 3, 22+ 2√61,−6]
and v2 = [
√
3(11+√61),−3√3,−√3(11+√61), 3√3, 0, 0]. A parameterization of the
kernel is given by x1v1 + x2v2. The mapping g : R2 × R → R2 which behaves around
zero like Φ around (x0, α0) will be determined in the following subsections. 
3.2. Numerical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction
Once a numerical approximation (x˜0, α˜0) of (x0, α0) is known (which means Φ(x˜0, α˜0)
is small) the aim of the numerical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction (Ashwin et al., 1995;
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(v, α)
(v + W (v, α), α)
α
kernel × R
Fig. 1. Geometric interpretation of the Liapunov–Schmidt reduction.
Bo¨hmer et al., 1998; Jepson and Spence, 1989; Govaerts, 2000, p. 156) is to compute
approximations of the low order coefficients of the Taylor polynomial around
(0, 0) ∈ Rn+k
T g(x, α) = Dαg(0, 0)α + Dx x g(0, 0)[x, x] + hot
in order to compute the direction of bifurcation branches, to detect higher degenerate
bifurcations, and actually to compute more degenerate bifurcation points when additional
parameters are varied. Since (x˜0, α˜0) is an approximation we do not know ker((DxΦ)0,0)
nor im((DxΦ)0,0). The only thing we know is the rank defect n. If we randomly choose a
vector space N of dimension n then most likely N ∩ im((DxΦ)0,0) = {0}. The vectors of
a basis of N are arranged as columns into a matrix B . Similarly, a random vector space M
of dimension m − n most likely satisfies M ∩ ker((DxΦ)0,0) = {0}. By continuity these
properties will be satisfied in a neighbourhood of (x0, α0) as well. The vectors in a basis
of a direct complement of M form the columns of a matrix C . Defining
Φext : Rm × Rn × Rk × Rn → Rm+n,
Φext(u, x, α, β) =
(
Φ(x0 + u, α0 + α)+ Bβ
Ct u − x
)
there is a solution (0, 0, 0, 0) of Φext(u, x, α, β) = 0. The extra term Bβ has the meaning
of an unfolding of the linear part. Assuming the matrix
D(u,β)Φext(0, 0, 0, 0) =
(
DxΦ(x0, α0) B
Ct 0
)
,
has full rank we may apply the implicit function theorem. There exists smooth functions
U : Rm × Rk → Rm , (x, α) → U(x, α) and g : Rn × Rk → Rn , (x, α) → g(x, α) with
g(0, 0) = 0 such that
Φext(U(x, α), x, α, g(x, α)) ≡
(
Φ(x0 + U(x, α), α0 + α)+ Bg(x, α)
CtU(x, α)− x
)
≡ 0. (1)
It is possible to show that the generalized Liapunov–Schmidt reduction is an extension of
the analytical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction.
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The advantage is that the generalized version is still defined in a neighbourhood of
(x0, α0). For approximations (x˜0, α˜0) of (x0, α0) (with Φ(x˜0, α˜0) small) we investigate
˜Φext : Rm × Rn × Rk × Rn → Rm+n,
˜Φext(u, x, α, β; x˜0, α˜0) =
(
Φ(x˜0 + u, α˜0 + α)+ Bβ − Φ(x˜0, α˜0)
Ct u − x
)
.
(0, 0, 0, 0) is still a solution of ˜Φext(u, x, α, β; x˜0, α˜0) = 0 and again we assume that the
Jacobian Du,β ˜Φext(0, 0, 0, 0; x˜0, α˜0) has full rank. Thus smooth functions U(x, α; x˜0, α˜0)
and g(x, α; x˜0, α˜0) with g(0, 0; x˜0, α˜0) = 0 are defined satisfying
˜Φext(U(x, α; x˜0, α˜0), x, α, g(x, α; x˜0, α˜0); x˜0, α˜0)
≡
(
Φ(x˜0 + U(x, α; x˜0, α˜0), α˜0 + α) + Bg(x, α; x˜0, α˜0)− Φ(x˜0, α˜0)
Ct U(x, α; x˜0, α˜0)− x
)
≡ 0.
Govaerts shows in Govaerts (2000, p. 157) that different choices of matrices B and C
lead to contact equivalent reduced functions g(x, α; x˜0, α˜0). The function g(x, α; x˜0, α˜0)
or its contact equivalent analogue is contained in a universal unfolding of g(x, α).
The derivatives of the reduced function g at (0, 0) give the coefficients in the Taylor
expansion of g. These derivatives determine the bifurcation scenario by Theorems 8.3
and 8.4 in Golubitsky and Schaeffer (1985). Unfortunately, these theorems are stated for
n = 1, k = 1 only.
The derivatives are easily approximated numerically by finite differences (Bo¨hmer et al.,
1999, 1998, p. 214). This means we need approximations of g(x, α; x˜0, α˜0) for sev-
eral (x, α) close to (0, 0). In order to compute the values of g it is suggested in
Bo¨hmer et al. (1998) to apply a Newton iteration to
F : Rm × Rn → Rm+n (u, β) →
(
Φ(x˜0 + u, α˜0 + α)+ Bβ
Ct u − x
)
since the Jacobian
Du,β F(u, β) =
(
DxΦ(x˜0 + u, α˜0 + α) B
CT 0
)
,
is expected to have full rank the Newton iteration converges. This gives β =
g(x, α; x˜0, α˜0).
Example 3.1 (Continued). We have x˜0 = (1.41, 2.12, 1.41, 2.12, 1.41, 2.12), α˜0 = 0.56.
If we compute by Newton iteration β−1 = g1(−0.000 001, 0, 0) = 0.000 008 231 56,
as well as β+1 = g1(+0.000 001, 0, 0) = 0.000 008 232 43, and β01 = g1(0, 0, 0) =
0.000 008 232 512 then ∂2
∂x21
g1(0, 0, 0) ≈ (β−1 + β+1 − 2β01 )/(0.000 001)2 ≈ −1034. 
3.3. Exploiting symmetry in the Liapunov–Schmidt reduction
Where symmetry is involved one would like to take advantage of this fact and
approximate only some of the derivatives.
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Let ϑ : G → GL(Rm) be a faithful orthogonal representation of a group G. We assume
that Φ : Rm × Rk → Rm is equivariant with respect to ϑ :
Φ(ϑ(s)x, α) = ϑ(s)Φ(x, α), ∀ (x, α) ∀ s ∈ G.
It is well-known that the choices in the analytical version of the Liapunov–Schmidt
reduction may be done such that the reduced equation g(x, α) = 0 is equivariant
with respect to ρ, where ρ is a sub-representation of ϑ operating on the kernel of the
Jacobian.
Example 3.1 (Continued). The dihedral group D3 is operating on R6 as representa-
tion ϑ with rotation (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) → (x3, x4, x5, x6, x1, x2) and a reflection by
(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) → (x3, x4, x1, x2, x5, x6). On the kernel the irreducible representa-
tion ρ of D3 is operating as rotation v1 → −1/2v1 −
√
3/2v2, v2 →
√
3/2v1 − 1/2v2 and
reflection with v1 → v1, v2 → −v2. 
Consequently, one also forces the reduced equation obtained by the generalized
Liapunov–Schmidt reduction to be equivariant with respect to ρ. One demands that the
columns of B and of C form a symmetry adapted bases with respect to ρ.
Lemma 3.1. Assume Φ : Rm × Rk → Rm is equivariant with respect to an orthogonal
faithful representation ϑ : G → GL(Rm) and consider a G-invariant x˜0 and any α˜0 in the
generalized Liapunov–Schmidt reduction. Assume that B and C form symmetry adapted
bases with respect to a sub-representation ρ : G → GL(Rm) of ϑ . Then g(x, α; x˜0, α˜0) is
equivariant with respect to ρ.
Proof. The mapping ˜Φext is equivariant:
˜Φext(ϑ(s)u, ρ(s)x, α, ρ(s)β; x˜0, α˜0)
=
(
Φ(ϑ(s)(x˜0 + u), α˜0 + α)+ Bρ(s)β − Φ(ϑ(s)x˜0, α˜0)
Ctϑ(s)u − ρ(s)x
)
=
(
ϑ(s) 0
0 ρ(s)
)
˜Φext(u, x, α, β; x˜0, α˜0).
This implies that g is equivariant with respect to ρ. 
Example 3.1 (Continued). The matrices B and C are chosen randomly, but symmetry
adapted:
Bt =
(−0.0769 0.4009 −0.0769 0.4009 0.1539 −0.8018
0.1333 −0.6944 0.1333 −0.6944 0 0
)
,
Ct =
(−0.3902 0.1198 −0.3902 0.1198 0.7805 −0.2397
0.6759 −0.2076 −0.6759 0.2076 0 0
)
. 
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For equivariant problems we suggest using SAGBI-bases for exploiting the symmetry
in the numerical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction. We are in the situation that the unknown
coefficients c of an equivariant
g(x, α) =
n∑
l=1
el
d∑
|i|=0
m∑
| j |=0
cli j x
i1
1 · · · xinn α j11 · · ·α jkk ,
of degree d have to be determined. Obviously, one would like to exploit the symmetry by
restriction to a subset of the coefficients. The remaining coefficients are derived by linear
algebra. To be more precise the goal is to find sets of indices
Iν ⊂ {(l, i) | l ∈ N, i ∈ (N≥0)n, |i | = ν}, ν = 1, . . . , d
and linear relations
c
p
κ j =
∑
(l,i)∈Iν
a
pl
κi c
l
i j (2)
for all (p, κ) ∈ {(l, i) | l ∈ N, i ∈ (N≥0)n, |i | = ν}\Iν for all degrees ν = 1, . . . , d and
| j | = 0, . . . ,m. The coefficients a plκi are real numbers which need to be determined.
Once a term order < is fixed and a SAGBI-basis of the invariant ring truncated at degree
d and a SAGBI-basis of the module of equivariants truncated at degree d is known the index
sets Iν and the constants a pliκ are derived in a systematic way as shown in Lemma 2.3.
Example 3.1 (Continued). The invariant ring R[x1, x2]D3 is generated by two polynomials
p1, p2 while a SAGBI-basis with respect to the lexicographical order is p1(x) = x21 +
x22 , p2(x) = x31 − 2x1x22 , p3(x) = 7x41 x22 − x21 x42 + x62 . The module of equivariants is
generated by b1, b2 while a module-SAGBI-basis until degree 7 is
b1 =
(
x1
x2
)
, b2 =
(
x21 − x22
−2x1x2
)
, b3 =
(
2x21 x
2
2 − x42
−3x31 x2
)
.
From the SAGBI-bases it is easy to see that the module of equivariants up to degree 4 has
vector space basis b1, b2, p1b1, p2b1, b3 since the leading monomial module up to degree 4
is generated by x1e1, x21 e1, x
3
1 e1, x
4
1e1, x
2
1 x
2
2e1 as vector space. In
g(x, α) = c1αb1 + c2α2b1 + c3b2 + c4αb2 + c5α2b2 + c6 p1b1
+ c7αp1b1 + c8 p2b1 +
( c9
2
+ c8
)
b3
=
[
(−1/2c9 − c8)x24 + c9x12x22 + (c6 + c7α)x1x22 + (−c5α2 − c4α − c3)x22
(c6 + c7α − 2c8x1)x23 + ((−3/2c9 − 2c8)x13 + (c6 + c7α) x12)x2
]
+
[
c8x14 + (c6 + c7α)x13 + (c3 + c4α + c5α2)x12 + (c1α + c2α2)x1
((−2c5α2 − 2c4α − 2c3)x1 + c1α + c2α2)x2
]
only the coefficients of monomials in the leading monomial module need to be
determined. 
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The exploitation of symmetry in the numerical Liapunov–Schmidt reduction is roughly
formulated as follows. The coefficients of the leading monomials are approximated while
the other coefficients are determined by symmetry. The leading monomials are easily found
once a SAGBI-basis is known.
4. Centre manifold reduction
The second reduction technique in dynamics is the centre manifold reduction. This
technique is valid for ODE’s of large dimension and for PDEs. As in the Liapunov–
Schmidt reduction the result is an ODE of small dimension whose dynamics is well-
understood. The centre manifold reduction is used in analytical investigations more often
than the Liapunov–Schmidt reduction because it preserves more information on the local
dynamical behaviour such as the stability of bifurcating branches of steady states. But
the centre manifold reduction is more difficult to compute. We recall the theory of
centre manifold reduction for a PDE in the first subsection and their computation in the
second subsection. The goal is the approximation of the equations on the centre manifold.
For partial differential equations with symmetry the reduced differential equations are
symmetric too. Here the systematic exploitation of symmetry is considered for the first
time. The final algorithm for their computation uses SAGBI-bases as a new tool for
exploitation of symmetry.
4.1. The analytical formulation
The reduction onto centre manifold is considered for a partial differential equation
depending on parameter λ in order to study the dynamical behaviour around a critical
point. The concept of centre manifold is well-known in dynamics. But for each partial
differential equation it depends on the functional analytic setting (Chossat and Iooss, 1994;
Chossat and Lauterbach, 2000; Dan Henry, 1981; Mei, 2000).
Given a domain Ω ⊂ Rd of dimension d = 1, 2 or 3 a Hilbert space H = { f : Ω →
Rd˜ } of functions is considered. The inner product on H is denoted by 〈·, ·〉. Usually, H
includes boundary conditions.
The partial differential equation depends on parameter λ ∈ Λ ⊂ Rm . Without loss
of generality we may assume that the critical parameter value is λ0 = 0 and the critical
function is U0(t, x) ≡ 0. That means the critical point is (U0, λ0) = (0, 0) ∈ H × Λ.
A linear operator L : H → H is a member of a family of linear operators L(λ) : H →
H, λ ∈ Λ with L(0) ≡ L. Analogously, let N(λ) : H→ H,U → N(λ,U) be a family of
smooth nonlinear mappings without linear part (N(λ, 0) = 0, DU N(λ, 0) = 0, ∀ λ ∈ Λ).
Here DU N(λ, 0) : H→ H denotes the linearization at (U0(t, x) ≡ 0, λ).
We consider the partial differential equation
∂U
∂ t
− L(λ)− N(λ,U) = 0 on Ω . (3)
That means for each parameter value λ ∈ Λ we are searching for functions U : R × Ω →
Rd˜ which satisfy (3) for all x ∈ Ω and all t ∈ R and are differentiable in t for all t ∈ R
and for all fixed t the function U(t, ·) is an element ofH.
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By (U0, λ0) = (0, 0) being a critical point we mean that L has some eigenvalues 0
and/or ±iω on the imaginary axis. Let V ⊂ H be the associated generalized eigenspace of
dimension n. We denote its basis by v1, . . . , vn and by V t its orthogonal complement such
that H = V ⊕ V t . We assume that V t is closed. In fact we only need a direct summand,
but V t is the most convenient choice. Let P : H → V be the orthogonal projection onto
the generalized eigenspace and (Id − P) : H→ V t the analogous projection.
We illustrate this setting and the following derivation with a simple example.
Example 4.1 (Dan Henry, 1981, p. 172). Henry investigated a partial differential equation
on an interval Ω = [0, π] ⊂ R, i.e. d˜ = d = 1. It depends on one parameter λ ∈ Λ = R,
i.e. m = 1. The solutions of
∂U
∂ t
− (Ux x +U)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L(λ)
− (−λU3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N(λ,U )
= 0,
are searched in H = {U : [0, π] → R | U ∈ L2(0, π),U(0) = U(π) = 0} which is a
Hilbert space with inner product
〈U1,U2〉 = 2
π
∫ π
0
U1(x)U2(x) dx .
The linear operator L : H → H, U(x) → Ux x(x) + U(x) does not depend on the
parameter while the nonlinear operator N : Λ × H → H, (λ,U(x)) → −λ(U(x))3
does. Since v1(x) = sin(x) satisfies Lv1 = (v1)x x + v1 = − sin(x) + sin(x) = 0 this
is an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue zero. Observe that v2 = cos is an
eigenfunction of the eigenvalue zero of L : L2(0, π) → L2(0, π). But cos violates the
boundary conditions. V = span{sin(x)} ⊂ H is the eigenspace of dimension n = 1. 
The following well-known theorem establishes the existence of the centre manifold.
Theorem 4.2. Let us assume that V has dimension n, L(0)(V ) ⊆ V , V t is closed and that
L(0)|V t has eigenvalues with negative real parts bounded away from zero. Then for any
s > 0 there exist
(a) a neighbourhood I ⊂ Λ of λ = 0 ∈ Λ,
(b) a neighbourhoodO ⊂ H of U0 ≡ 0 ∈ H, with its projections OV = PO ⊂ V and
Ot = (Id − P)O ⊂ V t ,
(c) a mapping Ψ : OV × I → Ot , (U, λ) → Ψ (U, λ), which is s-times continuously
differentiable,
(d) f : Rn × Rm → Rn, (y, λ) → f (y, λ) which is s-times differentiable.
such that the following conditions are satisfied
(i) The image M = Ψ (OV , I ) is a manifold in H and particularly for λ = 0 the part
M0 = Ψ (OV , 0) is tangent to V at U = 0, i.e. Ψ (0, 0) = 0 and DUΨ (0, 0) = 0.
(ii) M = Ψ (OV , I ) is locally invariant under the flow induced by Eq. (3).
(iii) M = Ψ (OV , I ) is locally attracting under Eq. (3).
(iv) y˙ = f (y, λ) represents the dynamics of (3) in a neighbourhood of (0, 0) in Rn+m.
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Chossat and Iooss describe the reduction onto centre manifold for the Taylor–
Couette problem in Chossat and Iooss (1994, p. 30). For ordinary differential equa-
tions the reduction onto centre manifolds is nicely explained with rigorous proofs in
Vanderbauwhede (1989).
4.2. Algorithmic treatment
The aim of this subsection is the computation of a Taylor polynomial of f , the right-
hand side of the equation on the centre manifold. Then the dynamics of the reduced
equation y˙ = f (y, λ) can be investigated and interpreted for Eq. (3). Although several
people have used computer algebra for the computation of second and third order terms of
the centre manifold and its reduced equation we give a rigorous algorithmic description for
the first time. We start with some preparation.
The function U(t, x) in the neighbourhoodO ⊂ H may be written as
U(t, x) = Y (t, x)+Ψ (Y (t, x), λ) (4)
with Y (t, x) ∈ O ⊂ H for each t ∈ R. Of course this decomposition varies with the
parameter λ ∈ I ⊂ Λ. Since V has a vector space basis v1(x), . . . , vn(x) we introduce
Y (t, x) = y1(t)v1(x)+ · · · + yn(t)vn(x). This gives the mapping
φ : Rn × Rm → V t ⊂ H, (y1, . . . , yn, λ) → Ψ
(
n∑
i=1
yivi , λ
)
.
The algorithm is based on two ideas. The first idea is to expand everything in Taylor
series and substitute into the partial differential equation (3).
The linear operator has a Taylor expansion
L(λ) = L0 + L1λ+ L2λ2 + · · ·
where Ll : H→ H, l = 0, . . . are linear operators and L0 = L as in the beginning of this
section. The linear mapping L |V is known by construction and with respect to the basis
y1, . . . , yn this linear mapping is represented by a real matrix A = (ai j )i, j=1,...,n with all
eigenvalues zero or on the imaginary axis. For all practical computations this expansion is
truncated at degree dL .
If d˜ = 1 the Taylor expansion of the nonlinear part N(λ,U) reads as
N(λ,U) = N20U2 + N21U2λ+ N30U3 + N31U3λ+ N22U2λ2 + · · ·
=
∞∑
α=2
∞∑
|µ|=0
NαµUαλµ,
where Nαµ are fixed real numbers, α is a single index and µ is a multi-index. In practice
this expansion is truncated at degrees dα and dµ. If d˜ = 2 or 3 then the Nαµ are vectors of
real numbers and α is a multi-index.
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Example 4.1 (Continued). In this simple example we do not need any Taylor expansion
of L and N since
L(λ) = L = L0, N(λ,U) = N31U3λ, with N31 = −1.
Furthermore, L |V = A = 0 and Y (t, x) = y1(t)v1(x) = y1(t) sin(x). 
We want to compute the right-hand side f . Therefore we assume the Taylor expansion
fi (y, λ) =
∞∑
|β|+|ν|≥1
f iβν yβλν, i = 1, . . . , n,
where β and ν are multi-indices and f iβν are real numbers which are to be determined.
There is no constant term since f (0, 0) = 0. The linear part in y will turn out to be Ay,
i.e. f ie j 0 = ai j , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n. The aim is to compute f iβν up to some degree
dy in the variables y and degree dλ in the parameter variables λ and up to total degree dyλ.
We decompose the Taylor polynomials into homogeneous parts with respect to the natural
grading
fi (y, λ) =
dyλ∑
j=1
fi j (y, λ), i = 1, . . . , n,
where fi j ∈ k[y, λ] j ∩ k[λ][y]≤dy ∩ k[y][λ]≤dλ.
The computation involves the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of φ : Rn × Rm →
V t ⊂ H.
φ(y, λ) =
∞∑
δ,γ,|γ |+|δ|#=0
¬(|γ |=1∧|δ|=0)
φγ δ(x)yγ λδ where φγ δ(x) ∈ V t ⊂ H.
We assume that φ has such an expansion.
Moreover, we assume that each function φγ δ(x) has an expansion
φγ δ(x) =
∞∑
j=1
c
γ δ
j ψ j (x),
where {ψ j } is an orthogonal basis of V t ⊆ H and cγ δj are real numbers.
Altogether this gives the series
φ(y, λ) =
∞∑
γ,δ,|γ |+|δ|#=0
¬(|γ |=1∧|δ|=0)
∞∑
j=1
c
γ δ
j ψ j (x)y
γ λδ, (5)
with real numbers cγ δj which are to be determined. Linear terms in y do not appear
because of condition (i) in Theorem 4.2. In practice we will need this expansion until
an order d j ≥ n for j and dγ for γ and dδ for δ and total degree dγ δ. The three index
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boundaries depend on the degree of expansion of f given by dy and dλ and dyλ. We choose
dγ = dy, dδ = dλ, dγ δ = dyλ. The decomposition into homogeneous parts is
φ(y, λ;ψ) =
dyλ∑
s=1
φs(y, λ;ψ),
where φs(·;ψ) ∈ k[y, λ]s ∩ k[y][λ]≤dλ ∩ k[λ][y]≤dy .
Example 4.1 (Continued). The aim is to compute the coefficients f 1βν of
f (y1, λ) = f 110 y1 + f 101λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
f11
+ f 120 y21 + f 111y1λ+ f 102λ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
f12
+ f 130 y31 + f 121y21λ+ · · ·
where we used f 100 = 0 because f (0, 0) = 0. Later we will see that f 110 = 0 holds because
D f (0, 0) = A = 0.
We choose an orthonormal basis {ψ j (x), j = 1, . . .} with ψ j (x) = sin(( j + 1)x) such
that ψ1(x) = sin(2x), ψ2(x) = sin(3x). Consequently, the coefficients cγ δi in
φ(y, λ)= c011 sin(2x)λ+ c111 sin(2x)y1λ+ c021 sin(2x)λ2 + · · · + c012 sin(3x)λ+ · · ·
need to be determined, too. 
Substitution of (4) into (3) yields
∂
∂ t
(Y +Ψ (Y, λ)) − L(λ)(Y +Ψ (Y, λ)) − N(λ,Y +Ψ (Y, λ)) = 0.
This is equivalent to
∂
∂ t
Y + DUΨ (Y, λ) ∂
∂ t
Y − L(λ)(Y +Ψ (Y, λ)) − N(λ,Y +Ψ (Y, λ)) = 0.
This equation has to be satisfied for all t . But the linearization DUΨ : H→ H as well as
L(λ) : H → H and N(λ, .) : H → H have images in the Hilbert space. Thus this is an
equation in a space of infinite dimension.
Now the second idea enters. We demand that the equation holds for a finite-dimensional
subspace only. This is a common idea in applied mathematics. A projection onto this
subspace is realized by an orthonormal basis χk(x), k = 1, . . . , r . For practical reasons
we use χk = vk , k = 1, . . . , n and χk+n = ψk , k = 1, . . .. The dimension r depends on
the order of expansion d j . We choose n ≤ r ≤ n + d j .
Example 4.1 (Continued). In this example we already know an orthonormal basis. We
choose r = 1 and thus we use χ1(x) = sin(x) = v1(x). In advanced experiments we have
χ2 = ψ1 = sin(2x), χ3 = ψ2 = sin(3x). 
The projection gives finitely many equations for k = 1, . . . , r〈
∂
∂ t
Y + DUΨ (Y, λ) ∂
∂ t
Y−L(λ)(Y +Ψ (Y, λ))−N(λ,Y +Ψ (Y, λ)), χk
〉
= 0. (6)
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The terms of (6) are discussed below using the coordinate system {y1, . . . , yn} and the
Taylor expansions. The first term is〈
∂
∂ t
Y (t, x), χk(x)
〉
=
n∑
i=1
〈vi (x), χk(x)〉 ddt yi (t) =
∞∑
s=1
n∑
i=1
〈vi , χk〉 fis (y, λ).
For the last equality we used ddt yi = fi (y, λ).
For the second term we need the derivative which in our coordinate system with the
assumed Taylor expansion is
∂
∂yi
φ(y, λ) = ∂
∂yi


∞∑
γ,δ,|γ |+|δ|#=0
¬(|γ |=1∧|δ|=0)
∞∑
j=1
c
γ δ
j ψ j (x)y
γ λδ


=
∞∑
γ,δ,|γ |+|δ|#=0
¬(|γ |=1∧|δ|=0)
∞∑
j=1
c
γ δ
j γiψ j (x)y
γ−eiλδ.
This yields〈
DUΨ (Y, λ)
∂
∂ t
Y, χk
〉
=
〈
n∑
i=1
d
dyi
φ(y, λ)
d
dt
yivi , χk
〉
=
n∑
i=1
∞∑
j=1
∞∑
γ,δ,|γ |+|δ|#=0
¬(|γ |=1∧|δ|=0)
c
γ δ
j γi 〈ψ jvi , χk〉yγ−eiλδ
d
dt
yi
=
∞∑
s=1
s∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
〈
d
dyi
φs− j+1(y, λ;ψ)vi , χk
〉
fi j (y, λ).
For the linear part we have
〈L(λ)(Y +Ψ (Y, λ)), χk〉 =
〈 ∞∑
l=0
Ll(Y + Ψ (Y, λ))λl , χk
〉
=
∞∑
l=0
〈Ll Yλl , χk〉 +
∞∑
l=0
〈LlΨ (y, λ)λl , χk〉
=
∞∑
l=0
n∑
i=1
〈Llvi , χk〉yiλl
+
∞∑
l=0
∞∑
j=1
∞∑
γ,δ,|γ |+|δ|#=0
¬(|γ |=1∧|δ|=0)
c
γ δ
j 〈Llψ j , χk〉yγ λδ+l
=
∞∑
s=1
n∑
i=1
〈Ls−1vi , χk〉yiλs−1
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+
∞∑
s=1
s−1∑
l=0
〈Llφs−l(y, λ;ψ)λl , χk〉.
Analogously, the nonlinear part is treated
〈N(λ,Y + Ψ (Y, λ)), χk〉 =
∞∑
α=2
∞∑
|µ|=0
d∑
l=1
Nlαµ
〈(
n∑
i=1
yivi + φ(y, λ)
)α
el, χk
〉
λµ
=
∞∑
α=2
∞∑
|µ|=0
d∑
l=1
Nlαµ
〈(
n∑
i=1
yivi
+
∞∑
γ,δ,|γ |+|δ|#=0
¬(|γ |=1∧|δ|=0)
∞∑
j=1
c
γ δ
j y
γ λδψ j
)α
el, χk
〉
λµ
=
∞∑
|α|=1
∞∑
|µ|=0
qαµ(N , c)yαλµ =
∞∑
s=1
Rs(c; y, λ).
Here Rs ∈ R[c][y, λ] are homogeneous polynomials of degree s. The computation of Rs
may be very messy and depends on the problem.
Altogether we receive polynomial equations in variables y1, . . . , yn, λ and infinitely
many variables cγ δj , f iβν
∞∑
s=1

 n∑
i=1
〈vi , χk〉 fis (y, λ)+
s∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
〈
d
dyi
φs− j+1(y, λ;ψ)vi , χk
〉
fi j (y, λ)
−
n∑
i=1
〈Ls−1vi , χk〉yiλs−1−
s−1∑
l=0
〈Llφs−l(y, λ;ψ)λl , χk〉−Rs(c; y, λ)
)
= 0. (7)
Using truncated Taylor expansion and collecting terms we receive polynomials in
R[c, f ][y, λ]
max(|α|)∑
|α|=1
max(|µ|)∑
|µ|=0
gαµk(c, f )yαλµ = 0, k = 1, . . . , r,
where gαµk(c, f ) is a polynomial in the unknowns cγ δj and f iβν . The values of the inner
products enter into the coefficients of the polynomials gαµk ∈ R[c, f ]. Suppose the inner
products have been computed exactly. Comparison of coefficients of yαλµ gives equations
gαµk = 0 for the unknown coefficients cγ δj and f iβν . Since dy and dλ and dyλ are the degrees
of the expansion of f we can only demand that the low order equations are satisfied
gαµk(c, f ) = 0, |α| ≤ dy, |µ| ≤ dλ, |α| + |µ| ≤ dyλ, k = 1, . . . , r. (8)
We abbreviate this system as
G(c, f ; v,Ψ , χ) = 0.
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These equations can easily be computed in a computer algebra system as the following
example shows. The derivation of the ugly formulas above are not necessary, but are done
automatically.
Example 4.1 (Continued). We have chosen the degrees dyλ = 4, dλ = 1, dy = 3 and used
a brute force method. This uses integration and differentiation with its rules such as the
chain rule. As expected the result is
d
dt
y1(t) = −34λy
3
1 .
The disadvantage of this approach is that the functions which are integrated depend on
a lot of unknowns. A second disadvantage is that too many equations gαµk = 0 are
determined. 
Computational experience shows that Eq. (8) have a lot of structure which is the
content of the following lemma. This structure has never been formulated in general
although it has been observed in examples before, see e.g. the Taylor–Couette problem
in Chossat and Iooss (1994).
Lemma 4.1.
(a) The linear part of the differential equations on the centre manifold equals L |V = A,
i.e. f ie j 0 = ai j , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n.
(b) The polynomials gαµk of degree |α|+|µ| = s are linear in cs and f s with coefficients
depending on c1, . . . , cs−1 and f 1, . . . , f s−1, where cµ(or f µ) denote the variables
c
γ δ
j (or f iβν) of degree µ = |γ | + |δ|(µ = |β| + |ν|), respectively. Formally,
gαµk ∈ R[ f s]1 + R[ f 1][cs ]1 + R[c1, . . . , cs−1, f 1, . . . , f s−1].
(c) The system gαµk(cs, f s) = 0, |α| + |µ| = s, k = 1, . . . , r is underdetermined. The
values of some of the unknowns (cs, f s) may be chosen arbitrarily.
Proof. We inspect Eq. (7) carefully. The unknowns f 1, . . . , f s appear in the homo-
geneous polynomials fi j (y, λ) only. In fact fi j (y, λ) ∈ k[ f j ][y, λ]. The unknowns
c1, . . . , cs appear in the polynomials φ j (y, λ), which are elements of k[c j ][y, λ] j . For
each degree s Eq. (7) contains a homogeneous polynomial in y, λ of degree s whose coef-
ficients depend on c1, . . . , cs and f 1, . . . , f s . That means for |α|+|µ| = s the coefficients
gαµk(c1, . . . , cs, f 1, . . . , f s) depend on the unknowns until degree s only.
(a) In order to prove the first statement we investigate the terms of (7) of degree s = 1
and k = 1, . . . , n.
n∑
i=1
〈vi , χk〉 fi1(y, λ)+
n∑
i=1
〈
d
dyi
φ1(y, λ;ψ)vi , χk
〉
fi1(y, λ)
−
n∑
i=1
〈L0vi , χk〉yi − 〈L0φ1(y, λ;ψ), χk〉 − R1(c; y, λ) =
n∑
j=1
f ke j 0 y j
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+
∑
|ν|=1
f k0νλν−
n∑
i=1
aki yi−
d j∑
j=1
∑
|δ|=1
c0δj λ
δ〈L0ψ j , χk〉 =
n∑
j=1
( f ke j 0 − akj )y j
+
∑
|ν|=1

 f k0ν −
d j∑
j=1
c0νj 〈L0ψ j , χk〉

 λν = 0,
where we used fi1(y, λ) =∑nj=1 f ie j 0 y j +∑|ν|=1 f i0νλν and 〈vi , χk〉 = 〈vi , vk〉 =
δik and ddyi φ
1 = 0 and L0vi =∑nj=1 a j iv j .
(b) In (7) the homogeneous part of degree s in y, λ is
n∑
i=1
〈vi , χk〉 fis ( f s, y, λ)+
s∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
〈
d
dyi
φs− j+1(cs− j+1, y, λ;ψ)vi , χk
〉
× fi j ( f j , y, λ)−
n∑
i=1
〈Ls−1vi , χk〉yiλs−1
−
s−1∑
l=0
〈Llφs−l(cs−l , y, λ;ψ)λl , χk〉 − Rs(c1, . . . , cs−1; y, λ) = 0.
Now it is obvious that nonlinear terms in c enter by the part Rs and thus gαµk ∈
[c1, . . . , cs−1, f 1, . . . , f s−1][cs, f s ]≤1. The coefficients of f s are clearly real num-
bers. Moreover, the coefficients of cs may depend on f 1 only. For |α| + |µ| = s we
have gαµk ∈ R[ f s]1 + R[ f 1][cs]1 + R[c1, . . . , cs−1, f 1, . . . , f s−1].
(c) For part (c) observe that there are r ·(m+n−1+s
s
)
many equations for degree s where no
other restrictions in degree apply. The number of new unknowns of degree s (where
no restrictions in degree in y or λ separately apply) is n ·(m+n−1+s
s
)+d j ·(m+n−1+ss ).
Since r ≤ n + d j the number of new unknowns is greater or equal to the number
of equations. A similar counting applies for the restricted case with dγ = dy, dδ =
dλ. 
In order to be efficient there are several details in the construction of Eq. (8) which have
to be done in a clever way. The first major idea is to climb up degree by degree and to solve
for the unknowns f
s
and cs . The second idea is to avoid the computation of superfluous
gαµk by careful evaluation of the nonlinear part N(λ,U). The third idea is to substitute the
precomputed scalar products.
Algorithm 4.3 (Computation of Approximate ODE on Centre Manifold).
INPUT: degree dL , dα and dµ and Nαµ
dimensions n and m and r
degrees dy , dλ and dyλ and d j
numerical values of inner products 〈vi , χk〉, 〈viψ j , χk〉, 〈Llvi , χk〉, . . .
Y :=∑ni=1 yivi # in R[v][y]
for s = 1 to dyλ do # climb up degree by degree
fis :=∑|β|≤dy,|ν|≤dλ|β|+|ν|=s f iβν yβλν i = 1, . . . , n # ansatz in R[ f s ][y, λ]s
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φs :=∑|γ |≤dy,|ν|≤dλ|γ |+|δ|=s ∑d jj=1 cγ δj ψ j (x)yγ λδ # ansatz in R[cs ][ψ][y, λ]s with cel 0j = 0
t1 :=∑ni=1 fisvi # in R[ f s ][v][y, λ]s
t2 :=∑ni=1 ∑sj=1 fi j vi ddyi φs+1− j # in R[ fs , c1, . . . , cs ][v,ψ][y, λ]s
tlin := Ls−1Y · λs−1 +∑s−1l=0 Llφsλl # in R[c1, . . . , cs][v,ψ][y, λ]s
compute Rs(c, y, λ) # in R[c1, . . . , cs−1][v,ψ][y, λ]s
gk := scal(t1 + t2 − tlin − Rs , χk), k = 1, . . . , r
# scal is defined as linear operator
exploit linearity of scal
# gk in R[c1, . . . , cs , f1, . . . , fs ][y, λ]s · {scal(ψ j , χk), . . .}
substitute numerical values of scalar products into gk
[gαµk] = coefficients(gk) # degree |α| + |µ| = s, |α| ≤ dy, |µ| ≤ dλ only
# in R[c1, . . . , cs−1][cs, fs ]≤1
Sol := solve(gαµk = 0, k = 1, . . . , r, |α| + |µ| = s, |α| ≤ dy, |µ| ≤ dλ)
fis := subs(Sol, fis ) # in R[c1, . . . , cs][y, λ]s
φs := subs(Sol, φs) # in R[c1, . . . , cs ][ψ][y, λ]s
fi :=∑dyλs=1 fis
OUTPUT: coefficients f iβν , i = 1, . . . , n, |β|+ |ν| ≥ 1, |β| ≤ dy , |ν| ≤ dλ, |β|+ |ν| ≤ dyλ
of
d
dt
yi =
|β|≤dy ,|ν|≤dλ|β|+|ν|≤dyλ∑
|β|+|ν|≥1
f iβν yβλν, i = 1, . . . , n.
If we think of R[y, λ][v,ψ] as a R[y, λ]-module and we think of the scalar products
〈vβψ j , χk〉 formally as generators of a R[y, λ]-module M then for each k = 1, . . . , r
the scalar product defines a module isomorphism 〈·, χk〉 : R[y, λ][v,ψ] → M . In the
algorithm this module isomorphism is carried out with the Maple command define and a
special procedure which realizes the linearity of the scalar product in the first argument.
In the next step a module homomorphism M → R[y, λ] is realized by substituting real
numbers for the scalar products.
Example 4.1 (Continued). The key of Algorithm 4.3 is to avoid superfluous monomials of
high degree. Instead of one big linear system one solves one linear system for each degree.
With this command L0 is defined as linear operator and another multilinear operator called
scal is introduced. For r = 1 and d j = 1 we use the functions v1 = χ1 = sin(x),
ψ1 = sin(2x). The following scalar products have been computed with the command
int
scal(v1, χ1) = 1, scal(ψ1, χ1) = 0, scal(ψ21 , χ1) = 3215π−1,
scal(v21, χ1) = 8/3π−1, scal(ψ31 , χ1) = 0, scal(v31 , χ1) = 3/4,
scal(v21ψ1, χ1) = 0, scal(v1ψ21 , χ1) = 1/2,
and substituted into the expressions. No scalar products of functions involving
unknown terms are needed as in the brute force version. For the linear operator the
information L0(v1) = 0, L0(ψ1) = −3ψ1 is provided. The implementation has
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been tested for various degrees. For dyλ = 8, dλ = 2, dy = 8 the differential
equation
d
dt
y1 = (−3c201 c401 − 3/2(c301 )2)y71λ
+ ((−3c111 c401 − 3c201 c301 − 3c501 c011 − 3c211 c301 )λ2 − 3λc201 c301 )y61
+ ((−3c201 c211 − 3c011 c401 − 3c111 c301 )λ2 − 3/2λ(c201 )2)y51
+ (−3c111 c201 − 3c011 c301 )λ2 y41 + (−3c201 c011 λ2 − 3/4λ)y31
has been computed in 0.8 s. The arbitrary constants reflect the fact that only few functions
χk have been used for projection. The structure of the centre manifold and its equations
become more obvious if larger d j (requiring larger r ) is used. For d j = 3 and r = 3,
degrees dy = dyλ = 8, dλ = 2 we calculated
φ = 132λy31ψ2 + 31024λ2 y51ψ2 + terms like cγ δ1 yγ λδψ1 and cγ δ3 yγ λδψ3
f1 = − 34λy31 + 3128λ2 y51 + terms like c∗∗3 c∗∗3 yβ1 λν.
From this we conclude that the PDE undergoes a symmetry breaking bifurcation. 
4.3. Using symmetry
In many examples the partial differential equations have the symmetry of a group G. The
group G may be finite or a compact Lie group. In the running Example 4.1 G = Z2 × Z2.
We assume that G is operating as a linear representation ρ : G → GL(Rd ). Let
ρ˜ : G → GL(Rd˜) be another action for the case that the mappings U are d˜-tuples of
functions. This induces a linear representation θ on the function space with θ(s)(U(x)) =
ρ˜(s)U(ρ(s−1)x) for s ∈ G. This extends to functions U(t, x) depending on time.
As usual we assume that all linear representations are orthogonal.
Definition. We say that the partial differential equation (3) has the symmetry of G if the
following conditions are satisfied.
(a) Ω is ρ-invariant.
(b) The boundary conditions are symmetric such thatH is θ -invariant.
(c) The differential operator D(U) = L(λ)U + N(λ,U) is equivariant with respect to
the linear representation θ , i.e. D(θ(s)(U)) = θ(s)(D(U)), ∀s ∈ G, ∀U ∈ H.
Example 4.1 (Continued). First we shift the coordinate system such that Ω = [−π2 , π2 ],
〈U1,U2〉 = 2
π
∫ π/2
−π/2
U1U2dx,
H = {U ∈ L2(−π/2, π/2) | U(−π/2) = U(π/2) = 0},
and V = span(sin(x + π2 )) = span(cos(x)). The group G = Z2 × Z2 = {id, s1, s2, s1s2}
operates as ρ : Z2 × Z2 → GL(R), ρ(id)(x) = x, ρ(s1)(x) = −x , with ρ(s1) the
reflection at the origin and ρ(s2)(x) = x , ρ(s1s2)(x) = −x . Clearly, Ω is ρ-invariant.
The second representation is ρ˜ : Z2 × Z2 → GL(R), ρ˜(id)(U) = U , ρ˜(s1)(U) = U ,
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ρ˜(s2)(U) = −U , ρ˜(s1s2)(U) = −U . By θ(s)(U(x)) = ρ˜(s)U(ρ(s−1)x), s ∈ Z2 × Z2
the action onH is defined.H is θ -invariant.
L(θ(s1)U) = (θ(s1)U)x x + θ(s1)U = (U(t,−x))x x +U(t,−x)
= U(t,−x)−x,−x +U(t,−x) = L(U(t,−x)) = θ(s1)(LU),
L(θ(s2)U) = (θ(s2)U)x x + θ(s2)U = (−U(t, x))x x −U(t, x)
= −U(t, x)x,x −U(t, x) = −LU(t, x) = θ(s2)(LU),
N(λ, θ(s1)U) = (U(t,−x))3λ = θ(s1)(N(λ,U)),
N(λ, θ(s2)U) = (−U(t, x))3λ = −(U(t, x))3λ = θ(s2)(N(λ,U)).
This shows that the partial differential equation has the symmetry of Z2. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume the partial differential equation (3) has the symmetry of a group G.
Then the generalized eigenspace V ⊂ H is θ -invariant.
Proof. By assumption the differential operator D is θ -θ -equivariant. This implies that
L(λ) is equivariant for each λ, especially L(0) = L0 is equivariant (has the symmetry
of G). By Schur’s lemma the generalized eigenspace V is θ -invariant.
We use the abbreviation ϑ = θ|V .
Example 4.1 (Continued). Z2 × Z2 has four irreducible representations which we denote
by ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3, ϑ4 with ϑ1(s1) = ϑ1(s2) = +1, ϑ2(s1) = −1, ϑ2(s2) = +1,
ϑ3(s1) = +1, ϑ3(s2) = −1, ϑ4(s1) = ϑ4(s2) = −1. Then V = span(cos(x)) is
θ -invariant. θ|V = ϑ is isomorphic to ϑ3 since θ(s1)(cos(x)) = cos(−x) = cos(x),
θ(s2)(cos(x)) = − cos(x). 
In the centre manifold theorem (Theorem 4.2) the mapping Ψ : V × I → V t defines
the centre manifold. In order to define the equivariance of Ψ we use the assumption that θ
is orthogonal and thus the inner product is G-invariant. Then the orthogonal complement
V t of a G-invariant space V is G-invariant, too. Ψ is called equivariant, if
Ψ (ϑsv, λ) = θ|V t (s)Ψ (v, λ), ∀s ∈ G ∀v ∈ V .
The following theorem is well known in equivariant dynamics, see for example The-
orem 3.4.1 (iii) in Chossat and Lauterbach (2000) and Remark 2 in Chossat and Iooss
(1994, p. 30).
Theorem 4.4. The same assumptions as in Theorem 4.2 are valid. Additionally, we assume
that the partial differential equation (3) has the symmetry of G. The representation on V
is called ϑ = θ|V . Then the orthogonal complement V t of V in H is G-invariant and thus
has an isotypic decomposition. Then there exists a mapping Ψ : V × I → V t which
satisfies the statements of Theorem 4.2 and is ϑ–θ|V t -equivariant. Then the associated
reduced differential equations y˙ = f (y, λ) are equivariant with respect to ϑ .
Proof. The equivariance of the differential operator implies that when U(t, x) is a solution
then also θsU(t, x) is a solution for all s ∈ G. On the centre manifold we consider
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solutions of the form Y + Ψ (Y, λ) with Y ∈ V . Since V is G-invariant ϑsY ∈ V and
ϑsY + Ψ (ϑsY, λ) is another trajectory. By the equivariance of D also ϑsY + θsΨ (Y, λ)
is a trajectory. So we may choose Ψ such that θsΨ (Y, λ) = Ψ (θsY, λ). This means that
the mapping Ψ is restricted to be equivariant and that the centre manifold is G-invariant.
For the right-hand side f : V × Λ → V we use the coordinate-free representation
F(Y, λ) = P ∂
∂t (Y + Ψ (Y, λ)) where P : H → V is the orthogonal projection on the
generalized eigenspace. Then for all s ∈ G
F(ϑsY, λ) = P ∂
∂ t
(ϑsY +Ψ (ϑsY, λ)) = P ∂
∂ t
(ϑsY + θ|V t (s)Ψ (Y, λ))
= Pθs ∂
∂ t
(Y +Ψ (Y, λ)) = ϑs P ∂
∂ t
(Y +Ψ (Y, λ)) = ϑs F(Y, λ). 
The mapping φ : Rn × Rm → V t representing Ψ in coordinates may be equivariant,
too.
φ(ϑs y, λ) =
∞∑
j=1
φ j (ϑs y, λ)ψ j (x) =
∞∑
j=1
φ j (y, λ)θs(ψ j (x)).
It is most convenient to choose the basis ψ j ∈ H symmetry adapted, i.e. ψ ij k , j =
1, . . . , ni , k = 1, . . . , i = 1, . . . where ϑi are the irreducible representations and ni their
dimensions.
Example 4.1 (Continued). As mentioned before Z2 × Z2 has four irreducible representa-
tions. The isotypic decomposition of V t does not involve the first and second irreducible
representation. V t is generated by V3 and V4 with
V3 = span
(
sin
(
(2 j + 1)
(
x + π
2
)) ∣∣∣ j = 1, . . .) ,
V4 = span
(
sin
(
2 j
(
x + π
2
)) ∣∣∣ j = 1, . . .) .
Thus φ(y1, λ) = φ3(y1, λ)+ φ4(y1, λ). With ψ j (x) = sin(( j + 1)(x + π2 )) we choose the
equivariant ansatz
φ3(y1, λ) =
∞∑
j=1
∞∑
γ=1
∞∑
δ=0
c
2γ δ
2 j ψ2 j y
2γ
1 λ
δ,
φ4(y1, λ) =
∞∑
j=1
∞∑
γ=1
∞∑
δ=0
c
2γ+1,δ
2 j+1 ψ2 j+1y
2γ+1
1 λ
δ.
For the right-hand side f (y1) =∑∞β=1 ∑∞ν=1 f 12β−1,ν y2β−11 λν of the differential equation
we have Z2 × Z2-equivariance with respect to ϑ3, i.e. f is an odd function in y1. The
representation is not faithful since ϑ3(s1) = +1. f is equivariant with respect to Z2(s2) =
{id, s2}. Computational tests showed that f is equivariant automatically by choosing the
equivariant φ above. So we may restrict to equivariant f right from the beginning. 
By a result from Elphick et al. (1987) (see also Vanderbauwhede, 1989 and Chossat
and Iooss, 1994, p. 33) we may assume even more symmetry of f . If some eigenvalues
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of L |V are non-zero a change of coordinates will transform the differential equation into
Birkhoff normal form. This has an additional symmetry. We compute the Birkhoff normal
form simultaneously with the reduction onto centre manifold and thus we make an ansatz
for f being equivariant with respect to ϑˆ : G × S1 → GL(Rn).
The symmetric version of Algorithm 4.3 exploits the group action in the following way.
– The basis {v j } of V is chosen symmetry adapted.
– For the right-hand side f we make a ϑˆ-equivariant ansatz. By the results in
Section 2.3 we know that the coefficients associated to leading monomials are freely
chosen while the other coefficients are given by linear relations. Using module-
SAGBI-bases leading monomials as well as linear relations are known.
– The ϑ–θ|V t -equivariant mapping φ has a special representation. We choose the basis
ψ j ∈ H symmetry adapted, i.e. ψ ij k , j = 1, . . . , ni , k = 1, . . . , i = 1, . . .
where ϑi is an irreducible representation and ni its dimension. Since φ(y, λ) is
ϑ–θ|V t -equivariant the coefficients are chosen in a restricted way. The coefficients
corresponding to leading monomials are arbitrary while other coefficients are given
by linear relations. Again knowledge of SAGBI-bases is exploited.
– The basis {χ j } may be chosen symmetry adapted as well. χ ij k , j = 1, . . . , ni ,
k = 1, . . . , i = 1, . . .. Since the scalar product is G-invariant we have 〈χ i1j k ,
χ
i2
j ′k′ 〉 = 0 for i1 #= i2. For a multi-dimensional representation (ni ≥ 2) we can
restrict to the first χ i1k .
– Eq. (6) and thus also Eq. (7) is equivariant. For each degree s only some gαµk = 0 are
collected which correspond to leading monomials. If possible one tries to compute
only these equations. These equations depend on less unknowns. The linear systems
to be solved are much smaller and there are less of them.
Algorithm 4.5 (Computation of Approximate Equivariant ODE on Centre Manifold).
INPUT: degree dL , dα and dµ and Nαµ
dimensions n and m and r
degrees dy , dλ and dyλ and d j
numerical values of inner products 〈vi , χk〉, 〈viψ j , χk〉, 〈Llvi , χk〉, . . .
linear relations for ansatz and leading monomial algebra
Y :=∑ni=1 yivi # in R[v][y]
for s = 1 to dyλ do # climb up degree by degree
fis :=∑|β|≤dy ,|ν|≤dλ|β|+|ν|=s f iβν yβλν i = 1, . . . , n
substitute linear relation into fis # equivariant ansatz in R[ f LMs ][y, λ]s
φs :=∑|γ |≤dy,|ν|≤dλ|γ |+|δ|=s ∑d jj=1 cγ δj ψ j (x)yγ λδ # ansatz in R[cLMs ][ψ][y, λ]s with
c
el 0
j = 0
t1 :=∑ni=1 fisvi # in R[ f LMs ][v][y, λ]s
t2 :=∑ni=1 ∑sj=1 fi j vi ddyi φs+1− j # in R[ fs LM, cLM1 , . . . , cLMs ][v,ψ][y, λ]s
tlin := Ls−1Y · λs−1 +∑s−1l=0 Llφsλl # in R[cLM1 , . . . , cLMs ][v,ψ][y, λ]s
compute Rs(c, y, λ) # in R[cLM1 , . . . , cLMs−1][v,ψ][y, λ]s
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gk := scal(t1 + t2 − tlin − Rs , χk), # some k only
# scal is defined as linear operator
exploit linearity of scal
# gk in R[c1, . . . , cs , f1, . . . , fs ][y, λ]s · {scal(ψ i1j k, χ i21k′), . . .}
substitute numerical values of scalar products into gk
[gαµk] = coefficients(gk) # degree |α| + |µ| = s, |α| ≤ dy, |µ| ≤ dλ, yα ∈ LM
only
# restriction because of equivariance
Sol := solve(gαµk = 0, k = 1, . . . , r, |α| + |µ| = s, |α| ≤ dy, |µ| ≤ dλ)
# subsystem only
fis := subs(Sol, fis ) # in R[cLM1 , . . . , cLMs ][y, λ]s
φs := subs(Sol, φs) # in R[cLM1 , . . . , cLMs ][ψ][y, λ]s
fi :=∑dyλs=1 fis
OUTPUT: coefficients f iβν of leading monomials
Example 4.1 (Continued). Z2× Z2 is operating on the kernel of L0 as the third irreducible
representation. The invariant ring is R[y1]Z2×Z2 = R[y21 ]. The leading monomial algebra
is simply the algebra itself. The module of equivariants is generated by y1. Thus the leading
monomial module is R[y21 ]·{y1}. So all coefficients of odd terms remain in any ansatz while
coefficients of even terms being zero are the linear relations in this case. For the right-hand
side f this gives the ansatz
f1(y1, λ) = ( f 11,0 + f 11,1λ+ f 11,2λ2)y1 + ( f 13,0 + f 13,1λ+ f 13,2λ2)y31
+ ( f 15,0 + f 15,1λ+ f 15,2λ2)y51 + ( f 17,0 + f 15,1λ)y71 ,
where we used as before the degrees dyλ = 8, dy = 8, dλ = 2. Because of Theorem 4.4 we
restrict to equivariant φ. Then several equations gαµk = 0 are satisfied automatically. Only
the coefficients of odd terms in y1 need to be considered. Finally, this gives the differential
equation
d
dt
y1 = − 3c304 c504 y91λ+
((
15
128
c304 − 3c304 c314 − 3c114 c504
)
λ2 − 3
2
(c304 )
2λ
)
y71
+ (−3c114 c304 + 3128)λ2 y51 − 34 y31λ.
Some coefficients remain arbitrary since too few functions have been used for projection.
φ = ( 332 y91λc704 + (( 211024c304 + 332 c514 )λ2 + 332 c504 λ)y71
+ (( 31024 + 332 c314 )λ2 + 332 c304 λ)y51 + ( 332 c114 λ2 + 132λ)y31)ψ2
+ (c10,04 y101 + (c914 λ+ c904 )y91 + (c724 λ2 + c704 + c714 λ)y71
+ (c524 λ2 + c514 λ+ c504 )y51 + (c324 λ2 + c304 + c314 λ)y31 + (c124 λ2 + c114 λ)y1)ψ4.
We recognize that terms in ψ1, ψ3 ∈ V4 do not appear. This is due to the fact that fixed point
spaces are flow-invariant. Here Z2(s1) = {id, s1} is a subgroup such that the fixed point
space Fix(Z2(s1)) = {U ∈ H | θ(s1)U = U} equals the third isotypic component V3.
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Since fixed point spaces are flow-invariant one may solve the PDE in Fix(Z2(s1)) and
consequently a centre manifold mappingΨ : V → V t ∩ V3 exists.
4.4. The Taylor–Couette problem
The Taylor–Couette problem is investigated in Chossat and Iooss (1994) in great detail.
The problem depends on three parameters denoted by λ = (R, η,Ω) ∈ Λ ⊆ R3 (m = 3).
The partial differential equation is defined on the domainΣ ×R whereΣ is a circular ring.
Thus one may use polar coordinates (r, θ, z), r ∈ [r1, r2], θ ∈ [0, 2π], z ∈ R instead of
the coordinates x1, x2, x3. A special solution is the so-called Couette flow. The coordinate
system is chosen in such a way that the Couette flow corresponds to the origin. So one is
looking for U : R × Σ × R → R3 and q : Σ × R → R satisfying
∂U
∂ t
= (U −R((V 0 · ∇)U + (U · ∇)V 0 + (U · ∇)U)−∇q (9)
∇ ·U = 0 (10)
on Σ × R and respecting the homogeneous boundary conditions
U1 = U2 = U3 = 0 at r = η1 − η and r =
1
1 − η , (11)
where
V 0 =


0
Ar + B
r
0

 , A = Ω − η2
η(1 + η) , B =
η(1 − Ω)
(1 − η)(1 − η2) , η =
R1
R2
.
∇ is the gradient and ( is the Laplace operator. The PDE (9)–(11) can be written as a
dynamical system with a linear operator Lλ and nonlinear part N(λ, .) on a certain space
of functions H (Qh)
dU
dt
= LλU + N(λ,U). (12)
In order to find this form the solutions U are restricted to periodic functions on Qh =
Σ × Ih with Ih = R/h
H (Qh) := {U ∈ (L2(Qh))3 | ∇ ·U = 0, (U · n)|∂Σ×Ih = 0}.
This is the orthogonal complement of {∇q | q ∈ H 1(Qh)} in (L2(Qh))3. The orthogonal
projection onto H (Qh) is denoted by π0 : (L2(Qh))3 → H (Qh). For U ∈ H (Qh)
the derivative with respect to time is in H (Qh) as well. Thus one investigates Eq. (9) on
H (Qh):
π0
∂U
∂ t
= ∂U
∂ t
= π0((U −R((V 0 · ∇)U + (U · ∇)V 0))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lλ(U )
+ (−Rπ0(U · ∇)U)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N(λ,U )
− π0∇q︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
.
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The space H (Qh) has been chosen such that π0∇q = 0. Then
L : R3 × H (Qh)→ H (Qh), Lλ(U) = π0((U −R((V 0 · ∇)U + (U · ∇)V 0))
and
N : R3 × H (Qh)→ H (Qh), (λ,U) → −Rπ0(U · ∇)U,
are the linear and nonlinear parts of the dynamical system (12). In our notation m = 3,
Λ = R3, Ω ⊆ R3, d = 3, d˜ = 3.
The eigenvalues of Lλ are more easily investigated on
Dh = {U ∈ H (Qh) | U ∈ (H 2(Qh))3,U|∂Σ×Ih = 0},
N(λ, .) maps Dh to Kh = {U ∈ H (Qh) | U ∈ (H 1(Qh))3}, where Dh ⊂ Kh ⊂ H (Qh).
Using Fourier analysis Chossat, Iooss and others investigated the eigenvalues of Lλ
depending on λ. For some critical value λc = (Rc, νc,Ωc) one observes eigenvalues on
the imaginary axis while all remaining eigenvalues have negative real part. Theorem 4.2
and its symmetric version may be applied.
A Taylor expansion of the linear operator until dL = 1 is
L0U = π0((U −Rc((V 0 · ∇)U + (U · ∇)V 0)),
L1U = −π0((V 0 · ∇)U + (U · ∇)V 0).
The quadratic part in U , constant in λ is −Rcπ0((U · ∇)U). Quadratic in U , but linear in
R is −Rπ0((U · ∇)U). A Taylor expansion as polynomials in Ui is difficult in this case.
The group G = SO(2)×O(2) is operating on Ω = Σ × Ih ⊂ R3 in the following way.
ρϕ(r, θ, z) = (r, θ + ϕ, z), ρ˜ϕ(ur , uθ , uz) = (ur , uθ , uz), ϕ ∈ SO(2)
ρs(r, θ, z) = (r, θ,−z), ρ˜s(ur , uθ , uz) = (ur , uθ ,−uz), s ∈ O(2)
ρa(r, θ, z) = (r, θ, z + a), ρ˜a(ur , uθ , uz) = (ur , uθ , uz), a ∈ O(2)
where ur , uθ , uz denote the components of U in polar coordinates while in x-coordinates
we refer to the components as U1,U2,U3.
A double zero eigenvalue for Rc with eigenspace V = span(v1, v2) is given with
v1 = Uˆ0(r) cos(4π/hz), v2 = Uˆ0(r) sin(4π/hz). On this space G is operating as
ϑϕ(v1) = ρ˜ϕv1(ρϕ−1(r, θ, z)) = v1ϑs(v1) = v1 ϑa(v1) = cos(a)v1 + sin(a)v2
ϑϕ(v2) = v2 ϑs(v2) = −v2 ϑa(v2) = − sin(a)v1 + cos(a)v2.
That means all rotations of SO(2) act trivially.
For the equivariant ansatz of f : R2 × R3 → R2 we need the following algebraic
information. The ring of invariants is R[y1, y2]S O(2)×O(2) = R[y21 + y22 ] with leading
monomial algebra R[y21 ] with respect to the lexicographic order and y1 > y2. The module
of equivariants is
R[y21 + y22 ]
{(
y1
y2
)}
,
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with leading monomial module R[y21 ] · {y1e1}. Thus y1e1, y31e1 are leading monomials up
to degree 3. Then
f1(y1, y2,R) = f 1101y1R+ f 1300 y31 + f 1300y1y22 + f 1301y31R+ f 1301 y1y22R+ · · ·
f2(y1, y2,R) = f 1101y2R+ f 1300 y21 y2 + f 1300y32 + f 1301y21 y2R+ f 1301y32R+ · · ·
with three unknown coefficients.
The ansatz of the mapping φ defining the centre manifold is chosen equivariant as well.
We restrict to {ψ1, ψ2} with the same symmetry as V . The ansatz is analogue to the ansatz
of f with three unknown coefficients
φ(y,R) = +c1011 y1Rψ1 + c1011 y2Rψ2 + c3001 y31ψ1 + c3001 y22 y1ψ1
+ c3001 (y21 + y22)y2ψ2 + c3011 y31Rψ1 + c3011 y22 y1Rψ1
+ c3011 (y21 + y22)y2Rψ2 + · · · .
We choose χ1 = v1, χ2 = v2. The equation for χ1 is sufficient and we only need to collect
equations as coefficients of y1, y31 , y1R, y31R.
The solution was computed up to degree 3 in y and degree 1 inR
f 1100 = 0, f 1101 = scal(L1(v1),χ1)scal(v1,χ1) , c
101
1 = 0,
f 1300 =
c3001 (scal(L0(ψ2),χ1)+scal(L0(ψ1),χ1))
scal(v2,χ1)+scal(v1,χ1) , f
1
301 =
c3011 scal(L0(ψ1),χ1)
scal(v1,χ1) .
The coefficient f 1101 is qualitatively the same as in Chossat and Iooss (1994, p. 40)
although we are using a different coordinate system and expand the functions ψ(x) into a
basis ψ j whereas in Chossat and Iooss (1994) a differential equation is solved.
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